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We use a simple, sociophysical, agent-based model to gain insight into the relationship between the
strength of academic research groups and the researchers they contain and to investigate the optimal size
of research groups in a number of academic disciplines. The model suggests a linear relationship between
group research quality and group quantity up to an upper critical mass. It further suggests that above this
size, research quality no longer increases significantly with group quantity due to a tendency for large
research groups to fragment. We use the results of the UK’s Research Assessment Exercise to establish
empirical evidence that, although the best research groups tend to be large, they frequently tend to have
characteristics more akin to small and medium groups. This may be interpreted as indicating that the
optimal size of research groups is slightly in excess of the upper critical mass. We speculate that a strong
degree of cohesiveness lies behind the success of such groups. The principle managerial message coming
from this analysis is that emulation of such success involves optimization of the quality and quantity of
communication links between research group members.

Keywords: research quality; optimal size of research groups; research evaluation; Ringelmann effect;
sociophysics.

1. Introduction

Academic research groups are social systems, involving interactions between numbers of individuals
acting towards their scientific goals. The quality of a research group may be considered as an emer-
gent property of such a system. Traditionally, the branch of physics known as statistical mechanics has
been concerned with how the characteristics of physical systems emerge from the properties of their
constituent parts and of the interactions between them. In recent times, however, statistical physicists
have realized that sociological systems also involve emergent phenomena and cooperative behaviour
and have turned their attention—and their tools—to the study of such complex systems. A new disci-
pline called sociophysics has arisen, whereby such notions and methodologies of theoretical physics are
applied to complex sociological systems (Galam & Moscovici, 1991;Galam,1996). Here, we consider
academic research groups as complex social systems and we use a sociophysical theory to model them.

c© Theauthors 2011. Published by Oxford University Press on behalf of the Institute of Mathematics and its Applications. All rights reserved.
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We attempt to identify and understand conditions, which tend to optimize group research quality, for the
benefit of managers and for policy makers.

The notion of critical mass in research has been around for a long time without clear definition. It has
been considered, discussed and debated by research managers and policy makers in academia, especially
in relation to which research areas to promote and which staff to hire (Harrison,2009;Russell Group
of Universities, 2010;1994 Group,2010;University Alliance, 2009;Million+, 2010). It is remarkable
that this concept has played such an important role, given that it has been poorly understood—until now
(Kenna & Berche,2011).

The common understanding of critical mass is as a minimum size which a collective or group of
researchers must achieve in order to produce quality research. Extensions of this concept have been
used to argue that ‘bigger is better’ in research and for the concentration of resources into universi-
ties and research groups, which already have abundant means in terms of finances and staff numbers
(Harrison, 2009). On the other hand, the most recent Research Evaluation Exercise in the UK
(RAE 2008) has found pockets of excellence in smaller groups too.1 This has enhanced counterar-
guments by those who advocate a more even dispersion of resources.

No evidence for a minimum critical group size associated with stepwise improvement in research
quality has ever been presented in the literature (Evidence,2010;Universities UK, 2010). Instead, our
mathematical approach, together with empirical data, indicates that while research quality does improve
with the size of a group of researchers, this is a continuous and transient phenomenon. It further indicates
that once the group becomes too large for effective and meaningful communication between all its
members, it tends to fragment. Beyond what we term theupper critical mass, a crossover occurs and
the dependency of quality on quantity reduces significantly. The analysis suggests there is also alower
critical massthat marks the size which a group should achieve for it to be viable in the long term. Both
the upper and lower critical masses are discipline dependent (Kenna & Berche,2010,2011).

A mathematical model relating research quality to group quantity was introduced inKenna & Berche
(2010) and subject to rigorous statistical testing. Using the results of RAE 2008, the values of the upper
and lower critical masses were determined for about 25 academic disciplines. Thus, the notion of the
existence of upper and lower critical masses received empirical support. In this paper, we address a
different, but related, managerial question: what is theoptimal size of a collective of researchers in a
given discipline?

Here, we offer evidence that the optimal research group size for a given discipline is frequently
slightly above its upper critical mass. We further offer a potential explanation as to why this is the case
and discuss its consequences for research management; while individual calibre is important, our expla-
nation suggests that management of research should involve optimization of the number and strength of
two-way communication links within the team.

This paper extends earlier work on critical mass (Kenna & Berche 2010, 2011) to the specific ques-
tion of optimalresearch group size, an area of of concern to research management. For completeness, a
summary of the mathematical model which relates the quality of research to the group size is given in
Section2. In Section3, we present a brief description of the RAE and of how its results can be used to
compactly reflect the quality of research teams. We also list the critical masses for a variety of different

1Throughoutthis paper, we use the word ‘group’ to denote a collection of researchers at a given university active in a common
discipline. In the UK, this may be taken to mean those who were submitted to RAE 2008 in a given unit of assessment. A group
is not necessarily synonymous with a department because not all department members may be research active (not all may have
been submitted to RAE) or a submission may draw from researchers interacting across different departments. The word ‘group’
in this sense is also not synonymous with research centre, as such entities may be involved more than one department (at RAE,
research centres may have been involved in submissions across more than one area).
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research disciplines coming from the model and present evidence that, in some of them at least, the
best performing groups have staff numbers slightly in excess of their upper critical mass. We discuss
alternative scenarios in Section4 and conclude in Section5.

2. The dependency of quality on quantity in research

All else being equal, in a given discipline, one may naively expect an average research group of 10
individuals to be twice as strong as an average group of 5 in the sense that the former may be expected
to generate twice as many academic papers, to train twice as many postgraduate students and to attract
twice as much income as the latter. According to this naive expectation, thestrengthS of a collective of
N researchers is approximately proportional to the number of individuals it contains:

S ≈ āN. (1)

Here,ā may be interpreted as the average strength of an individual researcher in a given discipline. We
may defineresearch qualityof a collective as the strength per head

s =
S

N
≈ ā, (2)

so that group quality is approximated by average individual strength.
Of course, individual strength is itself a function of many factors. Besides the obvious dependency

on intrinsic calibre, training and experience, individual strength is a function of computer and equipment
access; teaching and administration loads; journal and library facilities; managerial and administrative
support; prestige and confidence inspired by the history of the institute and by previous individual suc-
cesses; extramural collaborations and so on. Variations in all these factors lead to deviations in quality
of actual research groups about the simple expression of Equation (1). Figure1(a) illustrates this in
the case of the UK’s biology research groups at RAE 2008. In the figure, research qualitys (measured
in a manner explained in the next section) is plotted for 51 different teams listed alphabetically from
Aberdeen to York universities. From the figure, one might (naively) infer after Equation (1) that the
average individual strength varies among groups in very large proportions: the maximum quality score
in Fig. 1(a) is a factor of almost 30 times the lowest. (Thes-value for biology ranges froms = 2.1 to
61.4.) This is a huge number and we will show later that a more refined analysis suggests a more realistic
interpretation. According to the naive expression Equation (1), then, the quality of research produced
by a given team is best managed by increasing the average individual strength and the best managerial
policy is to optimize these various factors insofar as possible, in particular to recruit members of high
individual calibre in order to maximize the value ofā for the team. Besides that, Fig.1(a) gives no clue
how a team may be managed to increase research quality. A primary aim of this paper is to show that
this naive approach is too simple and to suggest a superior one.

Figure1(b), in which research quality is plotted against team size, hints at a less random and more
systematic phenomenon. We will use such figures to suggest that, while the above are undoubtedly im-
portant considerations, even more important may be the facilitation of effective two-way communication
links between research group members. Our analysis indicates that this may be an order of magnitude
more important than any other factor. We will provide evidence suggesting that a managerial policy
which optimizes the number and quality of such links can often lead to maximal research performance
in a given discipline.

In Kenna & Berche(2010), a more sophisticated, hierarchical, agent-based theory for team strength
was advanced to replace Equation (2). This has its origins in the statistical physics ofcomplex systems.
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FIG. 1. Quality analysis of RAE results for biology. (a) RAE quality scores for alphabetically listed teams. Here, and in subsequent
plots,s denotes research quality as measured using the funding formula (9), which ranges from 0% (research which attracted no
quality related post-RAE funding) to 100% (the theoretical maximum, with all research rated 4∗). (b) The same data plotted against
the sizesN of research teams. The solid curve is the fit coming from the model (7) and the dashed curves are the corresponding
95% confidence intervals. The dotted line indicates how the left trend line would continue if the upper critical point were absent.
In panel (b), the two points with maximums values, which appear as outliers to the overall fit, are in line with the extended left
fit, possibly hinting at an explanation behind the corresponding teams’ success, as discussed in the text.

These are systems whose properties are not simply the sums of the properties of their individual compo-
nents. For such systems,interactionsbetween components must be taken into account and the collective
is greater (or less) than the sum of its parts. Denoting the calibre of thei th individual in a research team
by αi and the strength of the interaction between thei th and j th individuals byβ〈i j 〉, the overall team
strength for a sufficiently small team is modelled by

S =
N∑

i =1

αi +
Nint∑

〈i j 〉=1

β〈i j 〉, (3)

where, provided the team is not too large (see below), the number of two-way interaction links isNint =
N(N−1)/2. Denoting the mean individual strength of the team’s researchers byᾱ and the mean strength
of interaction between these individuals byβ̄, we have

S = ᾱN + β̄Nint =
(

ᾱ −
β̄

2

)
N +

β̄

2
N2. (4)

We observe that thēα term, which represents average individual calibre, enters into this expression
for overall group strength as the coefficient of the linear term inN but the termβ̄, which represents
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the average strength ofinteractionbetween individuals, couples to the quadratic term. Dividing by the
quantity of individuals in the collective, we obtain thequalityof the group as

s =
S

N
= ᾱ −

β̄

2
+

β̄

2
N. (5)

However, there is a limit to the number of two-way communication links an individual can sustain in
a large research department. If the average such limit is denotedNc, then a large collective of size
N > Nc may fragment intoN/kNc smallersub-collectives. In this case,Nint = N(kNc − 1)/2. We
refer to Nc as the upper critical mass. Moreover, these subgroups may themselves interact. With an
average inter-subteam interaction strengthγ̄ , say, the strength of a team of sizeN is now

S = ᾱN +
β̄

2
(kNc − 1)N +

γ̄

2kNc
N

(
N

kNc
− 1

)
. (6)

Again, the overall group strength contains terms linear and terms quadratic in group sizeN. However,
the coefficient of the quadratic term is now proportional toγ̄ . Since inter-subteam interactions may be
expected to be weaker than intra-subteam interactions,γ̄ is presumably smaller than the corresponding
quadratic termβ̄, which enters into Equation (5). Furthermore, the coefficient of the quadratic term
in Equation (6) is inversely proportional toN2

c andis small for disciplines with large critical masses.
Therefore, the coefficient of the quadratic term in Equation (6) is expected to be significantly smaller
than its counterpart in Equation (5). We found empirical evidence supporting this interpretation (Kenna
& Berche,2011).

Gathering the various mean strengths for the different hierarchies (individual strength, inter-
individual and inter-subteam interaction strengths) in Equations (5) and (6), and representing coeffi-
cients of the linear terms bya1, a2 andthe quadratic ones byb1, b2, respectively, we arrive at a model
for the expected relationship between research qualitys = S/N and team quantityN, namely

s =

{
a1 + b1N if N 6 Nc

a2 + b2N if N > Nc.
(7)

This equation represents the expected relationship between quality and quantity in research. It replaces
the naive expression given by Equation (1). According to the model (7), there is no minimal threshold
volume of researchers above which research quality markedly improves, as is often claimed on intuitive
grounds. On the contrary, model (7) indicates that while research quality is expected to improve linearly
with team size up to the upper critical massNc, its dependency on size reduces thereafter. We henceforth
refer to collectives of researchers, which are greater thanNc in volume aslarge.

The model (7) actually allows for a definition of another critical mass in research, which we refer
to as thelower critical massand denote asNk. This is closer to the traditional idea of critical mass
(Harrison,2009) in that it captures the notion of a size below which research groups are vulnerable. We
refer to teams containing fewer thanNk individuals assmall.Teams whose sizes lie betweenNk andNc

aretermedmediumin size. Since (as we shall see) bothNk andNc aresubject dependent, these classi-
fications will mean different sizes in different disciplines. For example, while a team of five pure math-
ematicians may be considered as ‘large’, a similar number of experimental physicists would be ‘small’.

The lower critical mass is obtained by maximizing the gradient of the strength–quantity curveS =
sN and is related to the upper critical value by a scaling relation,

Nk =
Nc

2
. (8)
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Maximizing the gradient ofS is equivalent to considering the effects of incrementally adding new
members of staff to research teams. The piecewise nature of Equation (7) suggests that in order to
maximize the overall strength of a research discipline, it is best to add such staff to medium-sized teams
to help them reach critical mass (Kenna & Berche, 2010).Thus, according to the model, the best overall
policy is to prioritize support for medium teams, while small teams should strive to surpass the lower
critical mass to survive.

If the breakpoint were absent, the linear relationship between research quality and team quantity in
the first part of Equation (7) would be expected to extend indefinitely. In this circumstance, maximization
of research quality would indeed be achieved by an unlimited policy of concentration. If Equation (7)
was valid for arbitrarily large groups, it would be more profitable on a national scale to form groups of
very large size (indeed, ultimately a single group in each discipline) (Harrison,2009). However, as seen
in Kenna & Berche(2011), and as we shall see in the next section, there is evidence for the existence of
the upper critical point (which we interpret as the average mass at which fragmentation occurs).

3. Analysis of empirical data from RAE 2008

RAE 2008 is considered to be the most precise evaluation of its kind to date in the UK. Research
groups which were submitted to RAE 2008 were scrutinized by experts in various fields to determine
the proportion of research, which fell into five quality levels. These are defined as 4∗ (world-leading
research), 3∗ (internationallyexcellent), 2∗ (recognizedinternationally), 1∗ (recognizednationally) and
unclassified. We denote the percentage of a team’s research, which was evaluated asn∗ by pn∗ . At
RAE, an assessed group is given a quality profile(p0, p1∗ , p2∗ , p3∗ , p4∗) indicatingthe proportion of
its research which was deemed to fall into the five quality levels.

Subsequent to RAE 2008, a formula was used to determine how quality-related research funding is
distributed to each university. The formula used by the funding council for England was based on the
RAE quality profiles. This formula weighed each rank in such a way that 4∗ and3∗ researchrespectively
received seven and three times the amount of funding allocated to 2∗ research.Research ranked at
or below 1∗ attractedno funding. This funding formula may therefore be considered as a continuous
measure of the qualitys of a research team and we define

s = p4∗ +
3

7
p3∗ +

1

7
p2∗ . (9)

In this way, the theoretical maximum quality score iss = 100%. However, in actuality, no team achieved
such a score, with the best teams achieving about half this.

In Fig. 1(b), we plot the quality measurementss against the sizesN of the 51 research teams in
the biology unit of assessment. The solid lines represent a piecewise linear regression fit to the model
(7) and the dashed curves represent the resulting 95% confidence intervals. The correlation between
quality and quantity to the left of the breakpoint is evident, but this dependency reduces on the right,
as predicted by the model. A statistical analysis of this and other fits and the resultingP values for the
model are detailed inKenna & Berche(2011) where the coefficients of determination are also given. In
the case of biology, the analysis gives that the upper critical mass isNc = 21± 4. In Kenna & Berche
(2011), critical masses were presented for over 20 other research disciplines on the basis of the quality
measurements coming from the UK’s most recent RAE and these are reproduced here in Table1.

The dotted line in Fig.1(b) is the extrapolation of the left fit for small and medium groups into the
supercritical region whereN > Nc. We refer to such extrapolated lines as ‘overshoots’. In the absence
of a breakpoint, if the interactions which govern research quality for the small and medium universities
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MANAGING RESEARCH QUALITY 7 of 13

TABLE 1 Thevalues of the upper critical masses resulting from the fits of quality versus quantity to the
model (7) for a variety of academic disciplines. The symbol† indicates that pure mathematics is best
fitted by a single line (seeKenna & Berche, 2011)

Researchdiscipline Nc

Appliedmathematics 13± 2
Statistics and operational research 17± 6
Physics 25± 5
Geography, environment and Earth studies 30± 3
Biology 21± 4
Chemistry 36± 13
Agriculture, veterinary and food sciences 10± 3
Law 31± 4
Architecture, the build environment, town and country planning 14± 3
French, German, Dutch and Scandinavian languages 6± 1
English language and literature 32± 3
Pure mathematics† 64
Medical sciences 41± 8
Nursing, midwifery, allied health professions and studies 18± 5
Archaeology 17± 3
Economics and econometrics 11± 3
Business and management studies 48± 8
Politics and international studies 25± 5
Sociology 14± 4
Education 29± 5
History 25± 5
Philosophy and theology 19± 3
Art and design 25± 8
History of art, performing arts, communication and music 9± 2

(describedby the first part of equation (7)) applied also to the large ones, then the research quality for
the latter may also be expected to follow this line. In this case, a policy of continued concentration of
resources would further drive up research quality. The figure indicates that this is not the case. Most large
research teams tend to have a different interaction pattern than small and medium groups. With a large
value ofNc = 21± 4 for biology, research quality is saturated to the right of the breakpoint, suggesting
that the concentration of more staff into these teams only leads, on average, to a linear increase in
research strength and therefore does not significantly increase overall average research quality.

Clearly, then, the majority of large groups are not described by the dotted extrapolated line, and this
may be interpreted as evidence for the existence of the upper critical mass. However, it is interesting
to note that a few of the best performing research teams, which appear as outliers to the overall fit, are
well described by this overshoot. These teams have sizes only marginally aboveNc. While there are
undoubtedly many complex factors also at work, it is tempting to speculate that this overshoot may be
caused by a greater than usual degree of cohesiveness in these highly successful research teams, in which
two-way communication links are sustained despite their group sizes exceeding the upper critical mass.

This speculation is placed on firmer footing by observing that a similar, albeit less pronounced,
phenomenon occurs with many of the other research disciplines. Analyses for physics, geography,
archaeology, law, education, applied mathematics, sociology, statistics and operational research are
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FIG. 2. Quality analysis analogous to Fig.1(b) for (a) physics, (b) geography (including Earth and environmental sciences), (c)
archaeology and (d) law. Again, research qualitys is defined in Equation (9) and the extended left line appears to capture the best
performing groups.

displayed in Figs2 and 3. Thus, we arrive at our main conclusion based on the model (7); an im-
portant management strategy to maximize the quality of a collective of researchers is to facilitate com-
munication links between researchers. This means both the strength and quantity of such links should
be enhanced. With such management, cohesiveness among the team members can be maintained to a
group size marginally beyond the upper critical mass. Recall that the upper critical mass is the average
maximum number of colleagues with whom a researcher can meaningfully interact. Thus, to stretch this
number as far as possible beyond the average would appear to be good management strategy. However,
the analysis also indicates that increasing the team size too far beyond this can precipitate fragmenta-
tion of the group into weaker interacting subgroups and the research quality can drop accordingly. As
a guide, we list the critical masses for 24 research disciplines in Table1. These have been rigorously
tested using standard statistical techniques inKenna & Berche(2011).

The steady increase of research quality with group quantity is reminiscent of the Matthew effect
in the sociology and psychology literature.2 This is also referred to as cumulative advantage and is a
phenomenon whereby the rich get richer and the poor get poorer (Merton,1968). In our model, bigger
teams tend to be more successful and may tend to grow even bigger. If the breakpoint or upper critical
mass atNc were absent, the linear relationship between research quality and team quantity in the first
part of Equation (7) would tend to extend up to the maximum theoretical quality score ofs = 1. This
would be an unbounded Matthew effect. In this circumstance, maximization of research quality would

2 The terminology comes from the Gospel according to St. Matthew, in which it is stated ‘For unto every one that hath shall be
given, and he shall have abundance: but from him that hath not shall be taken away even that which he hath’.
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MANAGING RESEARCH QUALITY 9 of 13

FIG. 3. Quality analysis similar to Figs1(b) and2 for (a) education, (b) applied mathematics, (c) sociology and (d) statistics with
operational research.

be achieved by an unlimited policy of concentration of researchers. However, as demonstrated here and
in Kenna & Berche(2010,2011), there is evidence for the existence of the upper critical point.

In the psychology and sports science literature, the Ringelmann effect is an inverse relationship be-
tween the team size and the individual contributions to the collective task being performed
(Ringelmann,1913). The more people are added to a team, the less each tends to contribute either
through motivational decreases (also known as social loafing) or coordination losses. Experiments in
the 1970s indicated that Ringelmann effect is mostly due to the former (Inghamet al., 1974). Here,
we observe a somewhat similar phenomenon—the reduction of the dependency of quality on quantity
beyond the upper critical mass. However, rather than the decrease in the average individual performance
(which would be the Ringelmann effect), our model manifests a reduction in therate of changeof quality
per staff member. In other words, there is a reduction in thequality versus quantity gradientrather than
in the quality itself. Moreover, ours is an example of where the effect is organizational—it appears to
be due to the coordination transition that happens when the team size exceeds the number of individuals
with whom one can effectively communicate.

4. Caveats

The model (7) represents a very simple relationship between research quality and group quantity. It indi-
cates that qualitys is driven by the quantity and strength of interactions as well as by individual calibre.
The dependence of quality on quantity through Equations (5) and (6) offers a microscopic or agent-
based explanation for the Matthew effect, while the existence of an upper critical point in Equation (7)
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explains the Ringelmann effect as a communication limit. Alternative explanations for both the Matthew
and Ringelmann effects in the current context are conceivable. While a premise for the model presented
above is that group quantity drives group quality through communication channels, one should also con-
sider the possibility that the opposite causal mechanism is the primary one, and that successful groups
are better able to attract more research funding and thus to enlarge even further, in an enhanced Matthew
effect. However, if the causal arrow was reversed in this manner (so that quality drives quantity), one has
to seek a new explanation for the Ringelmann transition, which inhibits the Matthew phenomenon. It has
been suggested that there is in practice an upper limit to research quality (as measured by RAE), which
no department can exceed.3 Ratherthan the explanation offered by model (7), this alternative suggests
that the variable sizes at which the limit is approached may reflect institutional and disciplinary arrange-
ments. In this scenario, with causality reversed, the view is that RAE evaluators have to give similar
ranges of grades—up to about 60%, in the particular measure associated with Equation (9). In disci-
plines with typically large groups, e.g., business, the limit is correspondingly big. In other disciplines,
e.g., foreign languages, groups are typically small and so the best groups are correspondingly small.
Thus, this alternative explanation is that the logistic shape of the quality–quantity plots is an artefact of
the RAE itself.

Indeed, we have performed alternative fits such as to sigmoid and logistic curves as well as to power
laws, polynomials and log-linear curves. However, although some are comparable, none of these give
coefficients of determination, that are better than those associated with the piecewise fits coming from
model (7). Moreover, comparison between the RAE and its French counterpart as performed byAgence
d’Évaluation de la Recherche et de l’Enseignement Supérieur indicates a degree of similarity, although
the French system is less detailed than the British (Kenna & Berche,2010). This may signal that the
observed quality–quantity relationship is not unique to the RAE but may be a broader phenomenon.
In addition, not being based on microscopic (agent-based) considerations, we find such alternative fits
difficult to interpret. For example, it is not obvious to us how to extract information on a causality
arrow or critical masses from such alternatives, and without an agent-based starting point, they do not
aid in our understanding the relationship between quality and quantity nor yield to us any potentially
useful managerial information. Most tellingly, in our opinion, the non-bifurcating nature of alternative
logistic fits cannot readily explain the overshoots in Figs1(b), 2 and3. Therefore, they do not offer an
explanation why the best groups are frequently those with moderate, rather than very large size.

One notes that in some disciplines, there are a small number of large-N data points in Figs2 and3
and the usual caution in drawing conclusions from small data sets should be applied. However, although
these represent few research groups, since these have many individuals, one would expect these points to
be reasonably accurate. For example, with 218 individuals submitted to the Education unit of assessment
at RAE, the Institute of Education had 15% of the total for that discipline and is represented by the
rightmost data point in Fig.3(a). In fact, of the 81 submissions there, 17 had overNc = 29 staff so are
classified as ‘large’ according to our analysis. Although this amounts to 21% of groups submitted, they
contain a total of 57% of researchers. With these caveats and alternatives in mind, we now proceed to
draw conclusions based upon the model (7) and to compare with the literature.

5. Conclusions

Although it has hitherto lacked definition, the notion of critical mass in research is one which continues
to engage research managers, leaders and policy makers. An intuitive notion was that critical mass is

3We acknowledge this alternative reasoning as being due to an anonymous Referee.
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a minimal threshold research group size above which research quality markedly improves. We have
provided evidence that this intuitive notion is unfounded. The correct picture, according to our model, is
that there are two critical masses, the values of which are discipline dependent. The upper critical mass
is the average number of individuals with whom a given researcher can meaningfully communicate.
Above this size, research groups tend to fragment and research quality does not significantly improve
by adding more researchers to the group. Up to the upper critical value, according to the model, the
quality of a research group tends to be linearly dependent on size and the strength of a community of
interacting researchers is greater than the sum of its parts. There is also a lower critical mass, which is
the average minimum size a team should achieve for stability. We have defined small, medium and large
research groups as having sizes less than, between and above both critical masses, respectively.

Based upon this model, and supported by empirical evidence, the main point of this work is the
observation that the best performing research groups frequently have sizes slightly above the upper
critical mass. Although large in size, such research groups are not well described by the same line,
which characterizes other groups within the ‘large’ category, and, relative to this description, they may
be viewed as outliers. Instead, the top research groups frequently have characteristics of small or medium
groups and are described by an overshoot of the same linear dependency of quality on quantity. From
this observation, we have identified a possible mechanism as to why these groups outperform others;
the number of communication links is optimized but the group is not so big as to fragment.

Having provided evidence that the correlation between group quality and quantity may be primarily
due to two-way communication links, one may infer that facilitation and promotion of such interactions
should form an important managerial goal. For example, while distance working or ‘hotdesking’ may be
reasonably employed in certain industries, one may expect, on the basis of this analysis, that they may
have a negative effect on researchers, for whom proximate location of individual office space to facilitate
multiple, spontaneous, two-way interactions is important (see alsoLeeet al.,2010). Of course, our work
does not mean that a simple managerial policy of gathering an arbitrary group of researchers slightly
larger than the upper critical mass is sufficient to generate outstanding research; there are also groups
of this size, which have not performed exceptionally well at RAE 2008. Generation of high-quality and
high-quantity communication links between high-quality individuals involves trust and experience, built
up over an extended time period.

Finally, these results and interpretations find support in the literature. In particular,van der Wal
et al. (2009) examined the scientific performance of environmental research institutes. The number of
papers published per academic staff member was found to peak for groups of up to about 30 members
and to decrease for larger groups. This is consistent with our measurementNc = 30 ± 3 for geog-
raphy, environment and Earth studies and with our interpretation that the optimal size is close to this
value. Similarly, Pallaet al. (2007) found that teams of condensed matter physicists which are above
about 20 in size tend to be more successful than smaller teams. This is consistent with our estimate that
Nc = 25±5 for experimental physics and with our interpretation of the overshoot as pointing to optimal
group size.Guimer̀aet al. (2005) looked at networks in the musical industry and found that the average
size of teams is betweenN ≈ 6 andN ≈ 9. Our estimates for the lower and upper critical masses
for music and the performing arts areNk = 5 ± 1 and Nc = 9 ± 2, respectively. Our interpretation
of the managerial importance of communication is also in line with recent studies, which showed that
physical proximity of collaborators is a predictor of scientific impact (Leeet al.,2010) and that the per-
formance of financial analysts in investment banks is heavily dependent on relationships with colleagues
(Groysberg,2010).

To summarize, we offer an emperically tested theory, which suggests that the naive expectation that
research group quality is an average of members’ individual calibre may be discounted and replaced
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by a more sophisticated agent-based model. This model, together with supporting statistical evidence,
indicates that communication between researchers is paramount. Optimal research group size, according
to the model, is frequently just above the upper critical mass, a measurable quantity which depends on
the discipline being managed. Our hope is that this paper will inspire further mathematical investigations
of the hitherto ill-understood notion of critical mass in research, which will result in evidence-based
debate among policy makers as to its precise meaning and consequences for the managerially important
related concept of optimal group size.
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